ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND

The University of New England is Maine’s largest private university, featuring two distinctive campuses in Maine, a vibrant campus in Tangier, Morocco, and an array of innovative offerings online. Our hands-on, experiential approach empowers students to join the next generation of leaders in their chosen fields. We are home to Maine’s only medical and dental colleges, a variety of other interprofessionally aligned health care programs, and nationally recognized degree paths in the marine sciences, the natural and social sciences, business, the humanities, and the arts.

UNE. Innovation for a Healthier Planet. Visit www.une.edu

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

The UNE College of Arts and Sciences offers a broad spectrum of academic programs in the tradition of a liberal arts education. Each of our majors promotes knowledge and understanding of the world and provides perspectives on issues from multiple viewpoints. Students actively explore both the natural and social worlds through a broad-based mode of inquiry that fosters empathy and understanding. This pursuit of knowledge and caring for the world is at the center of the mission of the College of Arts and Sciences and prepares graduates for a rewarding, productive life, as well as for career or graduate school success.

The excellence of our faculty combined with our unique location on the southern Maine coast provides the setting for a compelling learning environment. Across our undergraduate degree programs and in select graduate programs, we pride ourselves on high quality teaching in classes that provide opportunities for frequent, personal student-faculty interactions. We also believe deeply in research, creative expression, internships, and study abroad, as these experiences embody the ideal of a college education.

UNE College of Arts and Sciences students graduate as intellectually engaged, globally aware, creative, and civically and environmentally responsible individuals who apply their education as a gateway to unyielding inquiry, professional achievement, and life-long learning.
THE CORDS AND STOLES

Academic Regalia

The history of the academic gown goes back to the 12th century. During this period, everyone — both men and women, royalty, lay folk, clerics, tradesmen, students — wore long flowing robes. The apparel varied in elegance according to the rank and wealth of the owner, from simple rough worsteds to rich gold brocades wrought with tassels and trimmed with colorful velvet and rich furs. It was in this period that the first organized bodies of learning were formed. From the gowns worn in the “universities” of the period have evolved the academic costumes of today.

The bachelor’s gown is a simple design falling straight from a rather elaborate yoke with long pointed sleeves. The gown worn by a master has long, closed, somewhat fuller sleeves, which reach nearly to the wearer’s knees. The arms go through slits at the elbow, giving the appearance of short sleeves. The doctoral gown is cut much fuller and has large bell-shaped sleeves. The gowns are usually, but not always, black, and those of bachelors and masters are generally devoid of ornamentation. The doctoral gowns are distinguished by the five-inch velvet panel around the neck and down both sides of the front as well as by three-inch velvet bars sewn on each sleeve.

The color of the velvet trim may be black or may indicate the nature of the degree. For example, the color designating a Doctor of Philosophy is dark blue; a Doctor of Medicine, green; a Doctor of Education, light blue; a Doctor of Science, golden yellow; a Doctor of Humanities, white; a Doctor of Law, purple.

The hood seems to have had a somewhat practical origin. Medieval monks used their hood for two purposes: to protect their shaved heads in the winter and as a container in which to collect alms.

Today the hood serves as the most symbolic part of the academic regalia by which the observer can ascertain the wearer’s level and kind of degree. The bachelor’s hood is the smallest, being three feet long. The velvet trim along the edges, indicating the nature of the degree, is two inches wide. The master’s hood is six inches longer and bears a three-inch velvet trim.

The doctoral hood is a full four feet long and exhibits a five-inch velvet trim, indicating the nature of the degree.

The colorful interior of the hood, visible from behind, indicates by hue the degree-granting institution. The University of New England’s colors are blue and grey.

Global Education

The Office of Global Education recognizes students who have studied abroad as part of a UNE program for one semester or more with a stole reflective of the flag of the country in which the student studied.

ISE Student Leaders

The Office of Intercultural Student Engagement honors student leaders who have worked to advance knowledge of cultural diversity and social justice. These students have served as officers of an organization in the Cultural Council or a University committee and will be recognized by a distinctive kente stole.
In June 2019, Nirav Shah, M.D., J.D., was appointed as the director of the Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention (Maine CDC). Dr. Shah comes to Maine CDC with broad experience in public health, most recently as director of the Illinois Department of Public Health, where he implemented key initiatives to address the state’s opioid crisis, reduce maternal and infant mortality, and reduce childhood lead poisoning.

As an attorney and public health economist, Shah previously advised professionals and governments around the nation and globe on improving the delivery of health care. Earlier in his career, he worked for the Ministry of Health in Cambodia, where his work included investigating and managing disease outbreaks as an epidemiologist. He is the current president of the national Association of State and Territorial Health Officers (ASTHO) and a liaison to the United States Centers for Disease Control Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices.

Shah received both medical and law degrees from the University of Chicago. He also studied economics at Oxford University.

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT, DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
NIRAV D. SHAH, M.D., J.D.
Director, Maine CDC
The Jacques Downs Award is an honor bestowed upon the most accomplished graduating senior in the College of Arts and Sciences. Students are nominated for this award by UNE faculty and professional staff based on the student’s academic achievements, scholarly work, and service/contributions to University life during their UNE career.

The 2021 recipient of the award is Nicole Martin, from Glastonbury, CT. Nicole graduates from UNE with a major in psychology and minors in neuroscience and special education. During her time at UNE, Nicole’s name has become synonymous with undergraduate research, stemming both from her involvement as a founding member of the Research Experience Club and from her four-year tenure in the research group of Jennifer Stiegler-Balfour, Ph.D. As a member of the Reading Comprehension and Cognition lab, Nicole has been involved with myriad projects, including the effect of font choice used for e-readers on reading comprehension, the use of e-readers in the aging population, and the impact of COVID technologies such as Zoom on students’ comprehension. Nicole has presented at numerous local, regional, and national conferences (even running some of them herself) and will be a co-author on two manuscripts submitted for publication. Balancing her love for research with her drive to serve her community and educate others, Nicole has been active as a peer tutor and academic coach through the SASC and has served as a mentor for local youth through UNE’s College Community Mentoring Program as well as by volunteering in local schools. Nicole will spend next year working in the psychology research and clinical care fields before pursuing her Ph.D. in either school or clinical psychology. Certainly, the UNE College of Arts and Sciences is richer as a result of Nicole’s many contributions, and we wish her all the best in her future endeavors.

Congratulations to Nicole and the entire class of 2021.

The Debra J. Summers Award for Teaching Excellence was created by students and named for a former Business Department faculty member. The yearly award is given by the Undergraduate Student Government (USG) to a professor who has inspired and motivated students to realize their full potential.

The 2021 recipient is Dr. Anna Bass from the School of Biological Sciences. Dr. Bass is not new to teaching awards; as a graduate teaching assistant while she worked on her doctoral degree, she received the Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award. Her master’s and doctoral work focused on genetics, especially conservation genetics and evolutionary genetics. She used molecular genetic techniques to answer questions about population structure, reproduction, evolution, and distribution of animals as diverse as sea turtles, sea slugs, fishes, and even marine parasites. Her extraordinary understanding of genetics and her passion for working with students has enabled her to reimagine the teaching of genetics. She has flipped the Genetics class and really accentuates active student learning. In all of her classes her classroom time is dedicated to engagement with the students and the material they are working to master. The dry lecture hour is not something you are likely to encounter in Dr. Bass’s courses at any level. Her availability to students is clear: students know they can reach out, be heard, and get a prompt response. Dr. Bass’s down-to-earth demeanor, straight talk, and willingness to engage with the students all contribute to her rapport with students and her reputation as a teacher.

Congratulations, Dr. Bass.
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### CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREES

#### SCHOOL OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

**B.A. Art and Design Media**
- Rayann M. Abbott
- Maggie Elizabeth Miller

**B.A. Art Education**
- Ashley Marie Argerake
- Victoria Skyler Fitzpatrick
- Jacey Ashlyn Rivers

**B.A. Communications**
- Kole Christopher Lentini
- Victoria M. Wilbur*

**B.A. English**
- Delaney Glenn Collins
- Sara Elizabeth Costa
- Kaylee Morgan Townsend*
- Victoria M. Wilbur*

**B.A. History**
- Claire Elizabeth Alden*
- Madison Rose Mark
- Eric Robert Ruest*
- J. Maxwell Russell IV*

**SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES**

**B.S. Biological Sciences**
- Jessica Anna Bachry
- Geoffrey Christopher Barber
- Marina Woodruff
- Barnes-Berniger
- Kara Yang Bossi
- Rachel Ann Bryson
- Carly Hope Burke
- Megan Marie Chamberland
- Jennifer M. Chretien
- Audrey Mokaya Coulombe
- Samantha D. Dupuis
- Sheridan Anna Ganczar
- Claudia May Inman
- Rebecca Blandell Johnson
- Dimitris Lloyd Jones
- Kyle Scott LeBlanc
- Dongju Lee
- Maskenzie C. O’Brien*
- Reabeel Mohammad Saeed
- Dustin Deric Tripp

**B.S. Medical Biology**
- Tanner Chase Ackley
- Jumana Alhanfy
- Jillian Rose Antonelli
- Jacob D. Audet
- Sherrina Musthataq Balaparya
- Peighton Murray Barker
- Mitchell Tyler Becker
- Parker Benjamin Belsky
- Beth Bowring
- Lily Rita Brocquey
- Taylor L. Brouillette
- Jordyn Elizabeth Bureau
- Ricardo A. Castillo
- Carla Rose Champagne
- Jennifer Lee Choate
- Amanda Marie Chudkowski
- Nicolas Aurelio Ciraulo
- Faith Anne Connors
- Gianna Marie Conserva
- Caitlyn Isabella Daly

#### SCHOOL OF MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS

**B.S. Aquaculture and Aquarium Science**
- Garrett Richard Almeida
- Charlotte Anne Clark
- Alexandria Rose Karriker
- Andrew W. Kowalczyk*
- Reaghan Jayde Lapinski
- Nathaniel Henry Metayer
- Jordan Kelsey Paine*
- Isabel Zelia Reis
- Christopher Richard Spina

#### CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREES
**B.S. Environmental Science**
Elliott Boardman  
Teagan Hersch Bollman  
Mitchell Milton Hennings  
Daniel Pierce Littlefield  
Brennan Mitchell  
Samuel Webster Palmisano  
Tyler Gaetan Rendeau  
John Barrett Saint-Amour  
Connor Robert Wiklund

**B.A. Environmental Studies**
Hope Brianna Dubois  
Page Victoria Dugan  
Sara Kay Eismore  
Daylen Kendall Fischer  
Spencer David Jones II  
Alexa Nicole Marquis  
Shayna Leigh McGeehee  
Ethan W. Meyer  
Danielle E. Prans  
Victoria Deena Tibbett  
*  
**B.A. Marine Affairs**
Julia Basantes  
Jessica Nicole Brewer  
Nicholas Anthony Granata  
Caitlyn Michelle Irish  
Haleigh Kate Kology  
Mackenzie Rae Mobley  
Camden L. Salcedo  
Kelsey Tanner Shebey  
Victoria Deena Tibbett

**SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES**

**B.S. Marine Science**
Sierra Elizabeth Brown  
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Butts  
Zachary Graham Carver  
Sydney Lauren Christiansen  
Joshua W. Dalo  
Abigail Donna Davis  
Edwin Gao  
Gabriel Palmer Holt  
Crista Marie Kieley  
Andrew W. Kovalczyk  
Aubrey Elizabeth Jane  
Julia Marie Lynch  
Dominique Marie Mellone  
Liam Durk McMenery  
Morgan Clair Milloy  
Jordan Kelsey Paine  
Gina M. Scott  
Conor Fickett Wiley

**SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS**

**DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS**

**B.S. Business Administration**
Owen Clayton Berry  
Zachary James Biron  
Lily Jade Bambi Burgess  
Steven Sander Celmins  
Stacey L. Conley

**B.S. Sport and Recreation Management**
Wesley Gardner Bryan  
Sean Michael Cronin  
Brady James Cyr  
Avery Kai Debritto  
Paul Salvatore Guglietta  
Alexander E. Huff  
Kyle Alexander Kennedy  
Alexander Michael Krachvuk  
Joseph Thomas Kuck  
Anthony Rae Langella  
Brett Charles Mccones  
Derek Joseph Mccones  
Alexander Mark Morgante  
Brandon Dante Narciso  
James Norberto Schweizer  
Zachary T. Spicer  
Shannon Marie Upton

**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES**

**B.S. Animal Behavior**
Alyssa Andriuolo  
Amanda Marie Rose Bettencourt

**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES**

**B.S. Secondary Education**
Sarah Savannah Carberry  
Eric Robert Ruest  
Ryan Timothy Liddy

**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES**

**B.S. Educational Studies**
Kaitlin Marie Babineau  
Baylee Alexandria Cox  
Marie Eleanor Davies  
Henry Shroder  
Rachel Sok Leng Spigno

**DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION**

**B.S. Elementary/Middle Education**
Lucas James deMey  
Hanna Grant  
Dakota Anthony Joy  
Corryn Lyne Lachance  
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Silva  
Briania Elizabeth Walker

**DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION**

**B.S. Sustainability and Business**
Jask Charles Barry  
Anika Lyn Batista  
Troy Daniel Dinga  
Jacob Holt Vanek
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Jask Charles Barry  
Anika Lyn Batista  
Troy Daniel Dinga  
Jacob Holt Vanek

**DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION**

**B.S. Sport and Recreation Management**
Wesley Gardner Bryan  
Sean Michael Cronin  
Brady James Cyr  
Avery Kai Debritto  
Paul Salvatore Guglietta  
Alexander E. Huff  
Kyle Alexander Kennedy  
Alexander Michael Krachvuk  
Joseph Thomas Kuck  
Anthony Rae Langella  
Brett Charles Mccones  
Derek Joseph Mccones  
Alexander Mark Morgante  
Brandon Dante Narciso  
James Norberto Schweizer  
Zachary T. Spicer  
Shannon Marie Upton

**DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION**

**B.S. Secondary Education**
Sarah Savannah Carberry  
Eric Robert Ruest  
Ryan Timothy Liddy

**DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION**

**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES**

**B.S. Animal Behavior**
Alyssa Andriuolo  
Amanda Marie Rose Bettencourt
Elizabeth Nancy Boccardi
Bobbi A Brandau
Lauren Jean-Marie Bucciero
Vienna Rose Camright
Brianna Rose Franekina
Bailey Angelica Gleason
Grace Elizabeth Grenier
Pamela Jean Grigg
Ashley Marie Johnston
Riley M. Kelly
Jessica Erin Larsen
Sarah Erin Marshall
Robert J. Moon
Cassidy Elizabeth Morey
Nathaniel H. Pommier
Peter Carlos Rodriguez

B.A. Global Studies
Claire Elizabeth Alden
Hope Brianna Dubois

B.S. Neuroscience
Caeli G. Beecher
Marah Rose Berchulski
Ravin Ashley Davis
Katherine Anne Gordon
Kayla Raine Looper
Mary Elizabeth MacIellan
Jesha Veronica Pannone
Hiannah Rose St. Germain

B.A. Political Science
Michael Keenan Conry
Mikenzie Patricia Dwyer
Eric S. Gardner
Connor Frank King
Jack C. Lamont
Cody Allen McMahan
Jesse Brewster Skowrons
Emily Perry Thornik
Whitney Underwood

B.A. Psychology
Max Christopher Ablicki
Madison Fay Baumann
Grace Ryan Bernatchez
Hailey Jillian Bath
Cade William Cabral
De’Andra Marie Galvin
Zane K. Getman
Elliot Brian Hachey
Brianna Nicole Jewett
Kael Ashlyn Kee
Olivia Teresa Kudas
Eric James Lederman
Mary Elizabeth MacIellan
Nicole Theresa Martin
Joshua D. Morris
Makenzie C. O’Brien
Olivia Catherine Rubiolo Pol
Samantha Leigh Roche
Skyler Irene Runowicz
Michaela Catherine Super
Rachael A. Swan
Savannah Rachelle Vanduyn
Jaiden Elmenia Veal
Cassandra Marie Wiseman
Kassandra Lea Worrell

CANDIDATES FOR ACADEMIC MINORS

Animal Behavior
Sierra Elizabeth Brown

Anthropology
Jessica Nicole Brewer
Mikenzie Patricia Dwyer
Samantha Leigh Roche
Jesse Brewster Skowrons

Applied Mathematics
Caeli G. Beecher
Marah Rose Berchulski
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Butts
Kayla Maria Corri
Cody John Kennedy
Daniel Pierce Littlefield
Melanie Elizabeth Mansir
Bridge Virginia Thompson

Aquaculture and Aquarium Science
Nicholas Anthony Granata
Camden L. Salcedo

Art
Crista Marie Kieley
Corryn Lyse Lachance

Art Therapy
Victoria Skyler Fitzpatrick
Olivia Catherine Rubiolo Pol
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Silva
Rachael A. Swan

Business Administration
Max Christopher Ablicki
Tanner Chase Ashley
Wesley Gardiner Bryan
Hailey Jillian Bath
Sean Michael Cronin
Brady James Cyt
Caitlyn Isabella Daly
Avery Kai DeBrito
Jeff Ep RIGHTS
Paul Salvatore Guglietta
Alexavier E. Huff
Robert Humor Cochran Inniss Jr.
Kyle Alexander Kennedy
Alexander Michael Kravchuk
Joseph Thomas Kucky
Anthony Rae Langella
Brett Charles Mecrones
Derek Joseph Mecrones
Nathan Henry Metayer

Chemistry
Steven Sander Celmins
Galicia Mery Fryzlewicz
Crista Marie Kieley

Climate Change Studies
Paige Victoria DiFonzo
Spencer David Jones II
Samuel Webster Palmisano

Coaching
Paul Salvatore Guglietta
Anthony Rae Langella
Eric Robert Ruest
Shannon Marie Upton
Kyra Lynn Yu

Communications
Owen Clayton Berry
Troy Daniel Dinga
Alexaver E. Huff

Economics
Michael Keenan Conry
Nicholas Anthony Granata
Brennan Mitchell

Education
Faith Anne Connors
Madison Rose Mark
Maggie Elizabeth Miller
Michaela Catherine Super
Connor Robert Wiklund

English
Rachel Ann Bryson
Caitlyn Michelle Irish
Maggie Elizabeth Miller

Environmental Studies
Annika Lyn Batista
Amanda Marie Rose Bettencourt
Abigail Donna Davis

Bianna Rose Frankina
Rebecca Blandell Johnson
Sara Rowena Tancred

Geographic Information Systems
Daniel Pierce Littlefield
Samuel Webster Palmisano

Health, Law, and Policy
Holly Nicole Sarville
Willie James Wood

Health, Medicine, and Society
Jennifer Lee Choate
Mikayla Anne Sargent
Meghan Frances Taylor
Jillian Rose Antonelli
Lily Rita Brouch
Megan Marie Chamberland
Zoe Marie Ehert
Khelin Leak Virak

History
Carly Hope Burke
Hope Bianna Dubois
Spencer David Jones
Dakota Anthony Joy

Latin American Studies
Gianna Marie Conserva

Marine Biology
Elizabeth Nancy Boccardi
Ashley Marie Johnston

Mental Health Rehabilitation Technician
Bobbie A Brandau
Eliot Brian Hachey
Amanda Leonard
Maskenzie C O’Brien
Samantha Leigh Roche
Katharina Hannah Christine Rose
Michaela Catherine Super

Neuroscience
Nicolas Aurelio Ciraulo
Kristina Ann Genther
Nicole Theresa Martin
Kelsey Nicole Moutlon
Matthew Allen Thomas Jr.
Colby Adelle Williams

Nutrition
Mitchell Tyler Becker
Jordan Elizabeth Bureau

Sociology
Nadia Benjelloun
Daylen Kendall Fischer
Cody Allen McMahon
Haelin Michael Roberts
William Stephen Shearon
Dylan L. Wapenski

Special Education
Alyssa Andruolo
Ashley Marie Argerake
Kaitlin Marie Babineau
Baylee Alexandra Cox
Lucas James deMey
Victoria Skyler Fitzpatrick
Dakota Anthony Joy
Olivia Teresa Kudas
Amanda Leonard
Nicole Theresa Martin
Erin Leigh Murphy
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Silva
Bianna Elizabeth Walker

Sport and Recreation Management
Julia Basantes
Haleigh Kate Kology

Women and Gender Studies
Heidi Leigh Fox
Kaela Ashlyn Kee
Samantha Brooke Knox
Jillian Celene Spero

Writing
Lauren Jean-Marie Buciero
Delaney Glenn Collins
Sara Elizabeth Costa
Ravin Ashley Davis
Caitlyn Michelle Irish
Kaylee Morgan Townsend
Savannah Rachelle Vanduyn
Victoria M. Wilbur
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREES

SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

M.S. Biological Sciences
Julie K. Moulton
Erica Lee Russo

SCHOOL OF MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS

M.S. Marine Sciences
William J. Botta
Ariella M. Danziger
Christina M. McCosker
Andrew Robert Robinson

P.S.M. Ocean Food Systems
Joseph Albert Ehrhard III
Karalyn M. Falck
Zachary B. Gordon
Bailey Annabelle Moritz
Cristina Sandolo
Linnea E Sturdy
Phoebe Holladay Walsh
Noelle Elizabeth Thibodeau Wisneski

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

When you graduate from UNE, you will join an alumni community of more than 23,000 UNE, St. Francis, and Westbrook College graduates around the world. The Office of Alumni Advancement creates and supports ways for you to connect with other alumni and continue moving forward after you’ve earned your degree. Connect instantly with hundreds of your fellow alums on Facebook and LinkedIn. Network with other leaders in your profession at alumni events throughout the year. Keep up to date on important developments in your program when you receive communications from the Alumni Office.

Stay in touch and share with us your story of what’s next!

www.alumni.une.edu | alumni@une.edu | (207) 221-4377
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